
Chaos and Hope –Nano-Utopian Moments of Activist 

Self-Organisation 

This paper presents the idea of a nano-utopian moment as a mode of prefigurative 

analysis for spontaneously arising acts of resistance.  First, it introduces Ernst Bloch's 

concept of utopia as a disruptive process, one that is forward-facing and aims to create a 

better world 1.  This theory contains within it the normative assumption that a better world 

is possible given the right conditions, but that this must also be an unclosed system of 

ongoing critique 2.  It then looks at some of the existing theories on modes of process-based 

activist utopias, exploring how these arguments are productive in developing the field of 

activist utopian studies.  These micro-utopias mainly describe events and projects that are 

small, planned resistances and social experiments. However, there is scope to examine 

further descriptions of brief and unexpected utopian moments that may happen within, as a 

result of, or that are generative of the order and planning that lead to these micro-utopias. 

Building on this, the new nano-utopian category aims to describe unplanned or 

spontaneous activist moments, viewing them as accelerated processes of self-organisation 

that appear to arise out of chaotic situations or breakdown.  It draws on the work of Prigogine 

and Stengers. They note how under certain circumstances "entropy itself becomes the 

progenitor of order" 3.  Likewise, the nano-utopian moment while disrupting one system has 

within it the possibility (not a certainty) of creating a “higher level” of order, i.e. one that 

reaches towards a new horizon of hope for a fairer ordering of the world for the participants.  

Finally, this paper looks at an example of nano-utopian activism, the initiation of the 

Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong in 2014, where student protestors were holding up 

umbrellas to protect themselves from teargas went viral on social media, triggering massive 

spontaneous self-organisation. 4 
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